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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces cosmoDC2, a large synthetic galaxy catalog designed to support precision dark energy

science with the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST). CosmoDC2 is the starting point for the second data
challenge (DC2) carried out by the LSST Dark Energy Science Collaboration (LSST DESC). The catalog is
based on a trillion-particle, (4.225 Gpc)3 box cosmological N-body simulation, the ‘Outer Rim’ run. It covers
440 deg2 of sky area to a redshift of z = 3 and is complete to a magnitude depth of 28 in the r-band. Each
galaxy is characterized by a multitude of properties including stellar mass, morphology, spectral energy distri-
butions, broadband filter magnitudes, host halo information and weak lensing shear. The size and complexity
of cosmoDC2 requires an efficient catalog generation methodology; our approach is based on a new hybrid
technique that combines data-driven empirical approaches with semi-analytic galaxy modeling. A wide range
of observation-based validation tests has been implemented to ensure that cosmoDC2 enables the science goals
of the planned LSST DESC DC2 analyses. This paper also represents the official release of the cosmoDC2 data
set, including an efficient reader that facilitates interaction with the data.

Keywords: methods: numerical – large-scale structure of the universe

1. INTRODUCTION

The next generation of large imaging and spectroscopic
survey projects including LSST (LSST Science Collabora-
tion et al. 2009), the Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope
(WFIRST) (Akeson et al. 2019), the Dark Energy Spectro-
scopic Instrument (DESI) (DESI Collaboration et al. 2016)
and Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011) will provide a wealth of
data for modern cosmological analyses that seek to probe the
nature of dark energy. The advent of these large data sets
heralds a new era in cosmology that is characterized by small

statistical uncertainties, improved control of systematic er-
rors, and unique opportunities to combine multiple probes of
dark energy, all leading to much improved constraints on this
little understood component of the Universe. The LSST Dark
Energy Science Collaboration (LSST DESC) (LSST Dark
Energy Science Collaboration 2012) has convened to pre-
pare for the large and complex data set that will arrive with
the commencement of LSST operations in 2022. Since the
data will become publicly available almost immediately, sci-
entists must have robust, well-understood analysis pipelines
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in place. This goal would not be achievable without extensive
simulation campaigns aimed at providing simulated skies in
the form of synthetic galaxy catalogs.

These galaxy catalogs play a number of essential roles in
cosmological surveys. They serve as testbeds to study ques-
tions of survey design, to enable studies of possible system-
atics (e.g., fiber collisions, telescope point-spread functions,
shape measurement assumptions), to facilitate tests of data
reduction pipelines and to provide reference data that can
be used to validate analysis pipelines for cosmological infer-
ence. The demands of contemporary surveys for high-quality
synthetic skies are only becoming more stringent as the field
progresses further into an era in which cosmological infer-
ence is systematics-limited.

Given sufficient understanding of the underlying physics,
such catalogs can be thought of as the result of forward mod-
els that provide approximate theoretical predictions for the
galaxies inhabiting a physical universe. As the models im-
prove over time, the predictions become ever more faithful to
the properties of the observed Universe. Consequently, syn-
thetic catalogs, and summary statistics derived from them,
enable cosmological inference and function as tests of ro-
bustness for these methods.

A wide variety of techniques is currently being used to con-
struct large-volume synthetic galaxy catalogs for contempo-
rary and near-future galaxy surveys (see Wechsler & Tinker
2018, for an overview). At the extreme end of computa-
tional expense, hydrodynamical simulations are the closest
approximation in the field to an ab initio model of galaxy
formation. These simulations track the evolution of the dark
matter and the baryons under the influence of gravity and
gas physics and include sub-grid models for a number of as-
trophysical processes such as gas cooling and heating, star
formation, and supernova and AGN feedback. Contempo-
rary approaches include simulated cosmological volumes of
the scale of O(100) Mpc (Khandai et al. 2015; Schaye et al.
2015; Springel et al. 2018) to O(1) Gpc (Dolag 2015; Em-
berson et al. 2018) as well as zoom-in simulations at much
higher resolution (Agertz et al. 2013; Brooks & Zolotov
2014; Kim et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015; Hopkins et al.
2018). While hydrodynamical simulations are indispensable
to the study of systematic effects associated with baryonic
physics, these simulations are not typically used to produce
large-scale galaxy catalogs for sky surveys due to their com-
putational expense, which arises from the necessity of solv-
ing for gas dynamics at high spatial and mass resolution, and
resolving small spatio-temporal scales when including sub-
grid models. Additionally, parameterized sub-grid models
are typically integrated within the main simulation and can-
not be conveniently “bolted on” after the simulation is com-
pleted. This significantly increases the number of simula-
tions needed to explore the associated parameter space and
to calibrate the models against observations.

A less computationally expensive approach involves the
use of semi-analytic models of galaxy formation (SAMs).
In these models, the synthetic catalog is generated using
gravity-only simulations coupled with additional modeling

for the baryonic physics not contained in the underlying sim-
ulation. This additional modeling is based on the mass-
assembly history of each halo (Kauffmann et al. 1999; Cro-
ton et al. 2006; Benson 2012; Lacey et al. 2016). Hence,
all SAMs are predicated upon connecting the properties of
individual galaxies with individual dark matter halos. The
SAM approach is to parameterize baryon-specific processes
as functions of the halos and their evolution; on a halo-by-
halo basis SAMs seek to model directly how baryons would
have evolved had they been included in the N-body simu-
lation (see Somerville & Davé 2015, for a recent review).
Using SAMs to generate synthetic catalogs for large surveys
is still computationally demanding, particularly for imaging
surveys in need of large quantities of synthetic data for faint
galaxies. Furthermore, while considerable recent progress
has been made in our ability to explore the parameter space
of contemporary SAMs (Henriques et al. 2015; van Daalen
et al. 2016; Ruiz et al. 2015), calibrating a SAM to high ac-
curacy is nonetheless computationally expensive.

When generating synthetic data for contemporary galaxy
surveys, such difficulties are compounded by the evolving
nature of the validation criteria used to evaluate the fitness
of the catalog. As additional scientists join and become ac-
tive in a collaboration, their expertise informs changes or re-
finements to the criteria; adjustments may also be made as
surveys release new data. The development of new analysis
techniques may also require synthetic data to have properties
in addition to those originally planned. This evolving nature
is fundamental to the operating mode of collaborations con-
ducting large galaxy surveys. As a consequence, when gen-
erating simulated catalogs to complement a survey, the un-
derlying model should be straightforward to calibrate, since
in practice the parameters may need to be refit many times
over the course of the survey.

To address the aforementioned challenges associated with
using SAMs, many collaborations have instead used empiri-
cal models to generate their synthetic data. In this approach,
one assumes the existence of simple scaling relations be-
tween dark matter halos and galaxies, and fits the parameters
of these scaling relations to observational data. Empirical
models are computationally more efficient than SAMs; there-
fore, the parameters of these models are less expensive to fit.
When generating synthetic catalogs with empirical methods
the challenge lies in attaining sufficient realism to reflect the
level of complexity needed to satisfy survey requirements.
For example, in the MICE catalogs (Fosalba et al. 2015) cre-
ated for the Dark Energy Survey (DES), the authors begin
with a standard form of the Halo Occupation Distribution
(HOD, Berlind et al. 2003; Kravtsov et al. 2004; Zheng
et al. 2007) to inject synthetic galaxies into simulated host
halos. After tuning their baseline HOD model, the properties
of galaxies they augmented with additional attributes, such
as broadband color, using data-driven methods. A similar
methodology is used to generate the Euclid Flagship simula-
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tion galaxy catalog1 based on a large gravity-only simulation
described in Potter et al. (2017). Similarly, the Buzzard cat-
alogs developed for DES (DeRose et al. 2019) use a baseline
abundance-matching approach (Kravtsov et al. 2004; Conroy
et al. 2006; Behroozi et al. 2010; Moster et al. 2010; Red-
dick et al. 2013) on a high-resolution simulation to generate
a tuning catalog. The ADDGALS technique (R. Wechsler et
al. 2019, in preparation) is used to populate lower-resolution
simulations with galaxies based on this tuning catalog. The
galaxies are then assigned template spectral energy distribu-
tions (SEDs) using empirical techniques.

This paper presents the cosmoDC2 synthetic galaxy cata-
log. It is one of the most ambitious synthetic catalogs ever
constructed for survey science, as well as one of the most
complex, containing highly nonlinear correlations between
a large number of galaxy properties spanning a multidimen-
sional parameter space. Our approach combines empirical
methods with semi-analytic modeling using the Galacticus
code (Benson 2012) to produce a catalog which is easily
calibrated while maintaining a high degree of physical re-
alism. The input to cosmoDC2 is a large-volume, N-body
(gravity-only) cosmological simulation, the Outer Rim run,
carried out using the Hybrid/Hardware Accelerated Cosmol-
ogy Code (HACC) (Habib et al. 2016). For the construction
of the catalog, data products from the smaller AlphaQ simu-
lation, and the UniverseMachine (Behroozi et al. 2018) mod-
elling approach are used in the semi-analytic and empirical
modeling components, respectively.

CosmoDC2 was designed for the second LSST DESC Data
Challenge (DC2), an ambitious effort to generate a data set
that is very similar to a multi-year LSST data release. DC2
not only aims to improve analysis pipelines in advance of
the arrival of LSST imaging, but also serves the important
function of uniting hundreds of LSST DESC members with
a specific and concrete data set to analyze with common soft-
ware tools. The design of cosmoDC2 was driven by a number
of science goals that are applicable to any synthetic catalog
intended to provide simulated data for a wide and deep sky
survey such as LSST. These goals are quantified by specific
criteria applied to a large number of tests that have been de-
veloped by the LSST DESC analysis working groups and in-
corporated into DESCQA (Mao et al. 2018), the LSST DESC
automated validation framework for synthetic sky catalogs.
These tests compare the catalog contents with judiciously
chosen observational data, enabling an assessment of the syn-
thetic catalog’s fidelity to the statistics of the real sky. The
validated catalog can then be used to provide realistic inputs
for scientific analyses as described above and to serve as the
input for extragalactic component of DC2 image simulations.

Broadly speaking, the need to test analysis pipelines for
probes involving static measurements such as weak lensing,
large-scale structure, galaxy clusters, and photometric red-
shifts leads to a requirement that the full catalog cover an area
of thousands of square degrees, which in turn demands that

1 http://sci.esa.int/euclid/59348-euclid-flagship-mock-galaxy-catalogue

a very large input simulation underlies the catalog. However
the area requirement for the image simulations is relatively
modest in comparison. The catalog is, therefore, being re-
leased in 2 stages: the first stage provides enough area (440
deg2) to run the DC2 image simulations; the second stage, to
be completed in the near future, will provide the larger area
(5000 deg2) needed to enable analysis tests requiring high
statistics. The complexity of the validation tests also leads
to stringent requirements on the properties of the galaxy dis-
tribution and their connection to the underlying dark matter
distribution. In particular, for weak lensing quantities to be
correctly estimated at each galaxy position a full ray-tracing
code based on the Outer Rim particle lightcones is needed.
As described below, all of these considerations informed the
methodology used to produce the cosmoDC2 catalog.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we
provide a general overview of the end-to-end workflow for
generating the synthetic sky catalog. We briefly describe the
gravity-only simulations and related data products underly-
ing the catalog (halos, merger trees and lightcones) in Sec. 3.
Sec. 4 describes the generation of the weak lensing catalog.
Sec. 5 discusses the galaxy catalog, where we give a brief
summary of the catalog generation and the catalog content.
The release of this paper is coincident with the public release
of the 440 sq. deg. cosmoDC2 catalog. Selected results from
the catalog-validation tests are shown in Sec. 6. A conclud-
ing discussion and future outlook is provided in Sec. 7.

2. COSMODC2 PRODUCTION OVERVIEW

The key aspects of our production pipeline are shown in
Figure 1, which provides a conceptual overview of how we
use the simulation data products available from both the large
Outer Rim simulation and the smaller UniverseMachine and
AlphaQ simulations to produce the cosmoDC2 extragalac-
tic catalog. As noted in the figure, the data products and
pipelines are described in detail in subsequent sections of the
paper. The first stage of the workflow shows how the data
products from each simulation are used as inputs to separate
pipelines to produce corresponding intermediate data prod-
ucts. Next, these intermediate data products are combined in
a final pipeline to produce the cosmoDC2 extragalactic cata-
log.

The Lensing Pipeline (Sec. 4) inputs particle data from the
Outer Rim simulation to a lightcone generator, projects these
particles onto discrete redshift shells and computes the sur-
face density using a density estimator, and traces photons
through these shells using a ray-tracing code, to generate
curved-sky lensing maps. These lensing maps include the
deflections experienced by photons as well as the image dis-
tortions in the weak lensing regime.

The Empirical Model Pipeline (Sec. 5.1) uses halo and
merger-tree data from the Outer Rim simulation combined
with Monte Carlo resampling of galaxies from the Uni-
verseMachine simulation (version ERD) to produce the
baseDC2 catalog. BaseDC2 contains all of the cosmoDC2
galaxies but with a limited set of properties. The Uni-
verseMachine simulation consists of galaxies that have been

http://sci.esa.int/euclid/59348-euclid-flagship-mock-galaxy-catalogue
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Figure 1. Conceptual overview of the workflow to produce cos-
moDC2. Data products are shown as rectangles in dark and light
purple for data derived from the Outer Rim and the smaller auxil-
iary simulations, respectively. Pipelines are shown as ovals in light
orange. Numbers in parentheses refer to the sections and figures in
this work where a detailed descriptions are given.

assigned to halos in the MultiDark Planck 2 (MDPL2) N-
body simulation (Klypin et al. 2016) using the UniverseMa-
chine prescription described in Behroozi et al. (2018). The
numbers, the positions and properties (stellar mass, M?, and
star-formation rate, SFR) for these galaxies are determined
by tuning the UniverseMachine-model parameters to obser-
vational data. The tuning procedure takes into account errors
in the observational data by marginalizing over nuisance pa-
rameters that represent the additional sources of systematic
errors required to achieve global fits to multiple observational
data sets. We use further empirical modeling to augment the
properties of these galaxies to include a limited selection of
LSST rest-frame colors and magnitudes. These properties
are assigned probabilistically.

The SAM pipeline (Sec. 5.2) uses merger trees built from
the small AlphaQ simulation as inputs to the Galacticus SAM
(Benson 2012) to produce the Galacticus library of galaxies.
These galaxies have an extensive set of self-consistent prop-
erties that have been obtained by solving a set of ordinary dif-
ferential equations (ODEs) following the mass assembly his-
tory of each galaxy’s host halo. Galacticus nonetheless has
simulation-dependent model parameters that must be tuned
in order to produce results that match observational data.

Since this tuning was beyond the scope of our work, the
statistical ensemble of properties for the galaxies modeled
by Galacticus does not fully meet our strict validation re-
quirements. In our hybrid approach, however, we can use
this set of galaxies as a library from which to select appro-
priate galaxies with a complex set of properties. The addi-
tional properties obtained from the Galacticus library are re-
quired by the validation criteria that have been supplied by
the DESC science working groups.

The selection of library galaxies is performed in the Match-
up Pipeline which uses the three intermediate data products
as inputs. The lensing maps are used to interpolate the val-
ues of the weak lensing quantities (shear, convergence and
deflection angles) to the position of each baseDC2 galaxy.
Then the pipeline finds a suitable matching galaxy from the
Galacticus Library for each galaxy in the baseDC2 catalog
and augments the properties of the baseDC2 galaxies with
those of the library galaxy, thus adding realistic complexity
to the galaxy model. Additional empirical modeling is done
after the match-up.

The workflow shows how our hybrid method combining
empirical modeling and SAMs leverages the data from both
small and large simulations to produce a realistically com-
plex synthetic catalog. It is important to note that in order
to tune the properties of the galaxies to better match any
validation data, it is only necessary to change the empirical
model and rerun the Match-up Pipeline, both of which are
relatively inexpensive. Since we are using the results from
the Galacticus SAM as a library, that computationally expen-
sive step in the workflow need only be carried out once. It
is much less expensive to iterate over parameters in the em-
pirical model than to tune the parameters for the SAM. Our
workflow makes it feasible to iterate the galaxy properties
multiple times to achieve good agreement with the validation
data. Critically, the distributions of galaxy properties of the
SAM galaxies span the ranges of observed values. If this is
not the case, the matching procedure will fail in some regions
and some additional strategies will be required to generate a
good match. (See Sec. 5.3.4.)

For the program outlined above to be successful, it is im-
portant that the empirical model has the flexibility to pro-
duce an accurate realization of the limited galaxy properties,
and that these properties are sufficiently correlated with other
galaxy properties of interest. In our case, the UniverseMa-
chine model generates stellar mass (M?) and star-formation
rate (SFR) distributions that match observational data. Ad-
ditional empirical modeling generates selected colors and lu-
minosities that are based on these M? and SFR values and
exploits the inherent correlations between stellar mass, star-
formation rates and the brightness and color of galaxies.
Matching to a SAM-library galaxy to obtain a complex set of
properties assumes that the stellar mass and selected bright-
ness and colors are sufficiently correlated with the full set of
galaxy properties to obtain realistic distributions of the latter.
If all of these assumptions are fulfilled, then the combination
of empirical modeling with SAM resampling should generate
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a catalog of galaxies with a complex set of properties whose
summary statistics satisfy the validation criteria.

3. THE UNDERLYING SIMULATIONS

Two gravity-only simulations underlie the construction of
the cosmoDC2 catalog. The Outer Rim simulation serves as
the basis of the final synthetic galaxy catalog including weak
lensing quantities. A smaller simulation, called AlphaQ, was
used for generating the Galacticus-based galaxy library. We
now provide a description of both simulations as well as the
related data products, such as halo catalogs, merger trees, and
lightcones.

3.1. The Outer Rim Simulation

The Outer Rim simulation (for details and results on basic
statistics such as power spectra and mass functions at differ-
ent redshifts, see Heitmann et al. 2019) is one of the largest
simulations at its mass resolution available world-wide and
was carried out with the Hardware/Hybrid Accelerated Cos-
mology Code (HACC) (Habib et al. 2016). HACC has been
developed to run on all currently available and planned super-
computer architectures, including many-core machines and
GPU-accelerated systems. The Outer Rim run was carried
out on 32 racks of the IBM BG/Q system Mira (two-thirds
of the entire machine) at the Argonne Leadership Computing
Facility (ALCF). On many-core systems, such as the BG/Q,
HACC uses a high-order spectral particle mesh method, com-
bined with a tree calculation for the short-range forces (Habib
et al. 2016). For the analysis of the simulation we employed
Mira itself as well as Cooley, a powerful GPU-enhanced
analysis cluster at the ALCF.

The Outer Rim simulation covers a volume of (4.225 Gpc)3

sampled with 10,2403 tracer particles, leading to a mass res-
olution of mp = 2.6 ·109M�. We used a cosmological model
close to the best-fit WMAP-7 parameter set (Komatsu et al.
2011) given by ωcdm = 0.1109, ωb = 0.02258, ns = 0.963,
h = 0.71, σ8 = 0.8, and w = −1.0.

We saved 101 time snapshots from z ∼ 10 down to z = 0,
evenly spaced in log10(a), where a is the scale factor. (Two
snapshots were corrupted on disk before we were able to
fully analyze them, leading to a final number of 99 snap-
shots). The spacing between snapshots varies from ∼ 300
Myr for snapshots with z∼ 0, ∼ 200 Myr for snapshots with
z ∼ 1, and ∼ 80 Myr for snapshots with z ∼ 3. For each
snapshot we saved the full particle output and 1% randomly
downsampled particles. The full particle outputs are stored
on tape, while the downsampled outputs are kept on disk for
easy accessibility. An extensive analysis for each snapshot
was carried out as detailed in Heitmann et al. (2019). The
analysis steps relevant for the present work are summarized
in Sec. 3.3.

3.2. The AlphaQ Simulation

The AlphaQ simulation covers a simulation volume of
(360.56 Mpc)3 and evolves 10243 particles. This yields a
mass resolution of mp = 1.6 · 109M�, close to that of the

Outer Rim simulation, but with a volume that is approxi-
mately 1600 times smaller. We carry out exactly the same
analyses as for the Outer Rim run, and save data products
at the same time steps. Initially, the AlphaQ simulation
was used for prototyping the workflow to generate the syn-
thetic galaxy catalog in order to avoid having to handle large
amounts of data from the very start. This resulted in the
‘protoDC2’ catalog, which was used for DC2 pipeline de-
velopment. The AlphaQ simulation is also the source of
the Galacticus-generated galaxy library that is used to assign
complex galaxy properties to the final cosmoDC2 catalog.

3.3. Halo Catalogs and Merger Trees

The halo catalogs are generated using a parallel Friends-
of-Friends (FOF)-based halo finder with a linking length of
b = 0.168 and a minimum requirement of 20 particles per
halo. Halo merger trees (based on the FOF catalogs) are con-
structed using a newly developed particle-membership algo-
rithm (Rangel et al. 2017) aiming to address the inconsis-
tencies that arise from temporary mergers. Working in re-
verse sequential order, pairs of temporally adjacent snapshots
are processed to identify halo progenitor/descendant relation-
ships, simultaneously replacing halos that have split, i.e., ha-
los with multiple descendants, with their individual “frag-
ment” components. In this way, the fragment halos propagate
the splitting event through the analysis and ensure at most a
single merging event for every halo.

3.4. Lightcone Generation

We build particle and halo lightcones by tiling the Outer
Rim simulation box in space, and applying a parallel solver
which interpolates objects between adjacent snapshot posi-
tions to find their location of null spacetime separation from
an observer at the origin. The cosmoDC2 observed den-
sity field is created by building a particle lightcone from
Outer Rim snapshots randomly downsampled to 1%, through
which lensing observables are simulated (see Sec. 4). We
also construct an accompanying halo lightcone built from the
simulation’s FOF merger tree, upon which galaxies are later
placed (see Sec. 5.1.1). Each of these lightcones fills one
octant (~5,000 deg2) of the sky, and has a depth of z = 3.
A high-level description of the particle and halo lightcone
generation is given below in Sec. 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, respec-
tively, and technical details of the solver implementation can
be found in Appendix A.

3.4.1. Particle Lightcone

A lightcone, as built from N-body simulations, can be
thought of as a set of concentric shells centered on the ob-
server, where the boundaries of those shells are determined
by the discrete redshifts of each simulation output snapshot.
In filling the lightcone, we require a general prescription to
solve for the contents of each shell. Numerous such methods
are described in the literature; previous efforts have chosen
to fill the lightcone volume with simulation objects which
retain their snapshot positions and velocities (Blaizot et al.
2005; Kitzbichler & White 2007), while others implement
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linear and higher order schemes to interpolate particle posi-
tions between snapshots (Evrard et al. 2002; Merson et al.
2013; Smith et al. 2017).

The optimal choice between these approaches depends
on the characteristics of the underlying simulation; if the
time resolution of the outputs is coarse, then interpolation
may cause excessive smoothing of the density field on small
scales. On the other hand, simply concatenating shells ex-
tracted from snapshots introduces discontinuities in the cor-
relation function across redshift. Given Outer Rim’s rela-
tively high spatial and temporal resolution (57 snapshot out-
puts to z=3), we find that a linear interpolation method (ac-
celeration and higher order position derivatives are assumed
to be zero; see Appendix A for details) is sufficient.

The angular overdensity power spectrum of a section of the
particle lightcone at z≈ 1.7 resulting from our procedure be-
ing applied to downsampled Outer Rim snapshots is shown in
Figure 2. This is computed using the Polspice code (Challi-
nor et al. 2011), and corrected for shot noise. We compare
this to a theory prediction based on the CosmicEmu power
spectrum (Lawrence et al. 2017) corrected for finite shell-
width effects (see, e.g., Takahashi et al. 2017, for a descrip-
tion of these effects). At large scales there is good agreement
with the model to within the cosmic variance and expected
levels of model inaccuracy. On small scales where we ex-
pect the particle interpolation to increase the power (see, e.g.,
Merson et al. 2013), we see biases of ~1 − 3%.

The extremely large volume that will be probed by LSST
poses a challenge when solving for an observer’s past light-
cone. In particular, the DC2 catalog effort needs to model
galaxies out to redshift z . 3, where the comoving distance
is in excess of 6 Gpc, while Outer Rim extends only to
4.225 Gpc in each dimension. Our strategy, then, is to
build a lattice of replicated simulation volumes which is large
enough to host the cosmoDC2 lightcone. To prevent du-
plicate structures from being projected atop of one another,
we follow the approach of previous sky simulations (Blaizot
et al. 2005; Kitzbichler & White 2007; Bernyk et al. 2016),
and choose to randomly rotate each box replication.

While this strategy does decorrelate particle pairs at each
box edge, we only need to replicate the Outer Rim volume
once per axis at a depth of z ≈ 1.3, so the impact of this
decorrelation is relatively minimal. Though, in principle, this
effect is present in the results shown in Figure 2, we find it
to be negligible in practice. We refer the reader to Blaizot
et al. (2005) for an in-depth study of these and other consid-
erations related to generating lightcones from cosmological
simulations.

3.4.2. Halo Lightcone

To construct a catalog of halos on the observer’s light-
cone, an intuitive solution would be to re-run the halo-finding
algorithm on the Outer Rim particle lightcone. Doing so,
however, would be excessive in terms of computational cost,
given that we already have a pre-constructed snapshot-based
FOF halo catalog and associated merger tree (Sec. 3.3).
Therefore, we choose to pass the contents of the halo merger
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Figure 2. Projected particle overdensity power spectrum (top) and
residuals with respect to theory (bottom) for a shell of width of ap-
proximately 450Mpc at z ≈ 1.7, after shot-noise corrections. The
theory curve is obtained from the CosmicEmu power spectrum em-
ulator, and has been corrected for expected levels of smoothing due
to finite shell-width effects. The shaded region in the residual plot
shows the approximate 1σ level of cosmic variance given the Pol-
spice kernels. The up-turn in the residuals at small scales is due
to the interpolation errors; these are sub-percent below ` ≈ 3000,
rising to approximately 3% by ` = 6000.

tree through the lightcone solver as described in Sec. 3.4.1,
resulting in a halo data set which is spatially commensurate
with the particle lightcone.

In implementing the lightcone solver for the halo case, we
use the same simulation volume replication and rotation strat-
egy as previously described, and we also adopt the same lin-
ear approximation when interpolating spatial positions be-
tween snapshots. However, when generating halo lightcones,
we conduct the interpolation proceeding backwards in time,
interpolating halo positions in the direction of increasing red-
shift.

To understand why this time reversal is performed, it is
helpful to imagine a branch of the halo merger tree span-
ning some time interval, which the lightcone surface “slices
through” near the time of a halo merger event (shown in Fig-
ure 3; see Appendix A for more detail). We see that the ad-
jacent snapshots j and j + 1 (grey planes), which bound the
intersection of the lightcone and the merger tree branch, each
host different objects – the extent of our knowledge is that a
merger happened somewhere in the interval t j−1 < tmerge < t j.

Various prescriptions for assigning tmerge, and defining halo
properties at that time, have been described in the litera-
ture. For example, in building their Millennium-XXL-based
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lightcone, Smith et al. (2017) choose the merger time ran-
domly per halo progenitor, and interpolate masses between
snapshots. For cosmoDC2, we take a simpler approach,
and assume that the merger has always happened prior to
it intersecting the lightcone surface (that is, for a merging
merger tree branch that crosses the lightcone at te, we as-
sert tmerge < te in all cases). We set the position of each
halo within the lightcone by interpolating between the cur-
rent halo position and that of its most massive progenitor, re-
taining all halo properties (mass, radius, etc.) as they appear
in the later snapshot at t j+1.

Figure 3. Schematic of the interpolation process which fills the
cosmoDC2 halo lightcone. Each plane represents a projected sim-
ulation snapshot, and time increases vertically, with the observer
located at o. A merger tree branch including halo h is seen crossing
the observer’s lightcone between snapshots j and j + 1 (the purple
worldlines of each halo are unknown between the snapshots). In-
terpolation between halo h and its most massive progenitor hmmp

(orange dashed line) is used to solve for the temporal and spatial
components of event h′, where we place an object with properties
(mass, etc.) identical to halo h.

3.5. Workflow

Having described the simulations and the data products
that are generated, we now provide a final summary by
discussing the workflow for producing the inputs to the
cosmoDC2 production pipeline. The workflow diagram is
shown in Figure 4 and begins with the particle catalogs from
the smaller AlphaQ simulation and the larger Outer Rim sim-
ulation. These are both processed by the halo finder to con-
struct halo catalogs which are then input into the merger tree
builder. In the case of the Outer Rim simulation, the merger
trees are used to build halo lightcones (see Sec. 3.4) that serve
as inputs for the Empirical-Model Pipeline and provide host
halos for the galaxies in cosmoDC2. For the AlphaQ simu-
lation the merger trees are used as inputs to the Galacticus

Outer Rim  Particle 
Lightcone

Outer Rim Halo 
Lightcone

Particle-Lightcone 
Generator (§3.4)

Halo-Lightcone 
Generator (§3.4)

Outer Rim Halo 
Merger Trees

Outer Rim Particles  
(§3.1)

 Halo Finder (§3.3)

AlphaQ Halo 
Catalog

AlphaQ Halo
 Merger Trees

Merger-Tree Builder 
(§3.3)

Outer Rim Halo 
Catalog

AlphaQ Particles
(§3.2)

Figure 4. Workflow to produce the Outer Rim and AlphaQ sim-
ulation data products used as inputs to the cosmoDC2 production
pipeline. Data products are shown as rectangles in dark and light
purple for data derived from the Outer Rim and AlphaQ simula-
tions, respectively. Code modules are shown as ovals in dark or-
ange. Numbers in parentheses refer to the sections in the paper
where a detailed description of the workflow component is given.

SAM that is subsequently used to build the Galacticus Li-
brary. The particle snapshots from the Outer Rim simulation
are also input into the particle-lightcone generator to produce
the inputs required for the Lensing Pipeline.

4. WEAK LENSING

Weak lensing distortions are key observables of the LSST
survey, providing constraints on the growth of cosmic struc-
ture and therefore dark energy (e.g., Mandelbaum 2018).
These distortions, which take the form of an isotropic change
in area (convergence) and an area-preserving change in shape
(shear), can be mimicked in simulations by following the
paths of photon rays as they traverse the matter field. In prac-
tice, maps of the lensing quantities are obtained as follows:
the particle lightcone is divided into discrete shells, then pho-
ton paths are traced backwards in time from an observer grid
to a ‘source’ shell, with deflections applied corresponding to
the surface density of particles at each ‘lens’ shell between
the source and observer using a ray-tracing algorithm (e.g.,
Das & Bode 2008; Hilbert et al. 2009).

The baseDC2 lensing maps are built with the pipeline pre-
sented in P. Larsen et al. (2019, in preparation). The full
workflow is illustrated in Figure 5. After we create a down-
sampled particle lightcone using the techniques described in
Sec. 3.4.1 and divide it into discrete shells, we compute the
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surface densities on a HEALPix2 (Górski et al. 2005) grid
of Nside=4096 using a modified Delaunay Tesselation Field
Estimator based on the code of Rangel et al. (2016). We
then conduct ray tracing using the standard iterative equa-
tions of Hilbert et al. (2009), computing gradients and apply-
ing deflections on the full-sky maps with Lenspix routines
(Lewis 2005).3 The shells are chosen to cover the line-of-
sight distance between adjacent simulation outputs, as de-
scribed in Sec. 3.1, with a median width of approximately
114Mpc. Figure 6 displays a cartesian projection of a 100
deg2 patch of a resulting convergence source map at z ≈ 1.
The inset shows a sub-region with an expanded scale and
with the shear field overlaid to show the tangential shearing
around massive structures. Figure 7 compares the cosmic
shear E-mode power spectra in three source maps to theo-
retical expectations; power spectra in the source maps are
computed using the Polspice code with error bars obtained
from jackknife sampling; theory curves are derived from the
CosmicEmu power spectrum emulator using the Born ap-
proximation. These appear to agree to within the 4% model
errors anticipated from the power spectra on scales below
` ≈ 2000, and to within 10% below ` ≈ 4000. As described
in Sec. 3.4.1, we note that cosmic shear on small scales is
affected by interpolation of the downsampled particle light-
cones, as well as limitations of the theoretical model and den-
sity estimation, and so the . 10% level of agreement shown
in Figure 7 is expected.

Galaxies are assigned the lensing quantities of their source
shell. We note that the maps resulting from the iterative ray-
tracing equations of Hilbert et al. (2009) are on an observer
grid, so that galaxies must be shifted to their observed posi-
tions via the lensing deflections before computing the distor-
tions. As the total deflection angles are small compared to the
scale of pixelization, we use a first-order approximation to
shift the positions from the source shell to the observed grid,
given by n̂obs ≈ n̂source −∇φ(n̂source). We then assign lensing
quantities by bilinear interpolation to the source maps.

Several complications arise when making simulation-
based lensing predictions with ray-tracing techniques. These
include the effects of shot noise, noise associated with tri-
angulation in the density estimation of the downsampled
particle data, particle lightcone interpolation errors, ringing
effects from the use of spherical harmonics, and artificial
smoothing due to pixelization and finite shell-width effects.
We give a detailed discussion of these and other issues in P.
Larsen et al. (2019, in preparation).

5. THE GALAXY CATALOG

In this section we describe the method by which we pop-
ulate the halo lightcone of the Outer Rim simulation with

2 https://sourceforge.net/projects/healpix/
3 In particular we compute derivatives of spherical harmonics using the

HealpixAlm2GradientMap routine, and deflect the mass shell to the
observed plane using the HealpixInterpLensedMap routine; these
functions use cubic interpolation after a high resolution equi-cylindrical grid
repixelization, with a cutoff in multipole of `max = 8000.

Figure 5. Workflow for the shear pipeline. Data products derived
from the Outer Rim simulation are shown as boxes in dark purple
and code modules are shown as ovals in dark orange.

Figure 6. Left image: Cartesian projection of a patch of the con-
vergence source plane, in observer coordinates, at z ≈ 1.0. Right
image: Zoom-in of a box within this patch, with the cosmic shear
field overlaid. For visualization purposes the lengths of the shear
vectors are truncated to a maximum value above |γ| = 0.025.

galaxies. First we produce the baseDC2 catalog by resam-
pling galaxies from the UniverseMachine catalog and apply-
ing additional empirical modeling. Next we incorporate the
weak lensing properties determined from the Outer Rim par-
ticle lightcone. Finally, we match the empirically-modeled
galaxies to those in the Galacticus library to complete the as-
signment of the complex set of properties.

https://sourceforge.net/projects/healpix/
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Figure 7. E-mode shear power spectrum (top) and residuals with
respect to theory (bottom) for a selection of source planes. Theory
curves (black dashed lines) are computed using the Born approxi-
mation on the CosmicEmu power spectrum emulator, extrapolated
to high k values using Padé approximants; the residual points are
slightly offset for visualization purposes. The gray shaded region in
the residual panel indicates the advertised 4% accuracy of the power
spectrum; transparency of the theory curves and residual points in-
dicates that high-k extrapolation accounts for more than 10% of the
total power in the theory curve.

5.1. Empirical Galaxy Catalog Generation

Here we describe the ingredients of the empirical model
that we use to construct the baseDC2 catalog. The model
parameters are simulation dependent and do not have a sim-
ple connection to observables. They have been chosen by an
iterative procedure to produce a galaxy catalog whose distri-
butions of observable properties are sufficiently close to that
of the observational data to pass the DC2 validation criteria.
It is a non-trivial task to calibrate these model parameters
because they describe the behavior of rest-frame quantities
in the baseDC2 model, rather than the observer-frame quan-
tities used in the validation tests. For example, the valida-
tion test for galaxy number density as a function of magni-
tude (see Sec. 6.1) impacts the parameters used for modeling
ultra-faint galaxies to be discussed in Sec. 5.1.3. All of the
model-parameter values can be obtained from the public code
release.4

5.1.1. Restframe Colors

4 https://github.com/LSSTDESC/cosmodc2

The starting point for baseDC2 is the publicly available
UniverseMachine synthetic galaxy catalog (Behroozi et al.
2018). The UniverseMachine is an empirical model for pre-
dicting the star-formation history of galaxies; the model is
predicated upon the assumption that the mass assembly of a
galaxy is correlated with the assembly of its underlying dark
matter halo. While this is a longstanding assumption of the
semi-analytic modeling approach to galaxy formation (e.g.,
Kauffmann et al. 1993; Somerville & Primack 1999; Ben-
son 2012; Somerville & Davé 2015), recent theoretical devel-
opments have enabled a new generation of models to lever-
age this assumption in a way that significantly improves the
complexity that can be captured with empirical techniques
(Becker 2015; Cohn 2017; Moster et al. 2018; Rodriguez-
Puebla et al. 2017). The UniverseMachine model has been
shown to faithfully capture a wide range of statistics sum-
marizing the observed galaxy distribution across redshift, in-
cluding stellar mass functions, quenched fractions, and the
SFR-dependence of two-point clustering.

The UniverseMachine catalog we use contains synthetic
galaxies populating snapshots in the MDPL2 simulation
(Klypin et al. 2016), such that every subhalo identified by
Rockstar (Behroozi et al. 2013) in MDPL2 is populated with
a synthetic galaxy. For the purposes of baseDC2, we restrict
attention to just two attributes of these synthetic galaxies,
stellar mass M?, and star-formation rate SFR. In particular,
the value of M? that we use is defined as the total surviving
stellar mass belonging to the galaxy, excluding contributions
from intra-cluster light. We use the GalSampler technique to
transfer the UniverseMachine galaxy population in MDPL2
to the Outer Rim simulation (for technical details, see A.
Hearin et al, 2019 in preparation). Briefly, for every host
halo in the Outer Rim, we randomly select a host halo in
MDPL2 of similar mass, and map the galaxy content of the
selected MDPL2 halo into the Outer Rim halo, preserving
the halo-centric positions and velocities of the galaxies. By
construction, the GalSampler technique preserves the condi-
tional distribution P(SFR,M?|Mhalo), as well as the halo mass
dependence of the UniverseMachine halo occupation statis-
tics, P(Ngal|Mhalo). For the most massive halos in the Outer
Rim simulation, which have no counterparts in MDPL2, us-
ing the GalSampler random selection procedure ensures that
we are not repeatedly resampling galaxies from the same
MDPL2 halo. We take the larger halo mass of the Outer Rim
halo into account by applying a redshift-dependent boost to
the UniverseMachine value of M?.

At this stage, every halo in the Outer Rim lightcone has
been populated with synthetic galaxies with M? and SFR.
We model restframe absolute magnitude Mr as a function of
x≡ log10 M? and redshift z, we map Mr onto every synthetic
galaxy using the following model:

〈Mr|M?,z〉 =
[
M0

r − xα(x)
]
× (1 + f (x,z)) , (1)

where M0
r = −20.1 is a constant, and where we model both

α(x) and f (x,z) using S(x), a sigmoid function:

S(x) = ymin +
ymax − ymin

1 + exp(−k(x − x0))
. (2)

https://github.com/LSSTDESC/cosmodc2
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The function α(x) controls the M?-dependence of the power-
law slope. For α(x), we use a low-mass slope of ymin = 1.75
and a high-mass slope of ymin = 1.8, with a transition speed
of k = 2.5 and a pivot mass of log10 Mpivot/M� ≡ x0 = 10.

The function f (x,z) controls the redshift evolution of the
〈Mr|M?,z〉 relation. Because galaxies at higher redshift are
generally composed of younger stellar populations, we ex-
pect that the median value 〈Mr|M?,z〉 brightens with redshift,
and that this brightening is stronger for lower-mass galaxies.
We capture this complexity by modeling

f (x,z) =
δ(x)

1 + exp(−k(z − z0))
, (3)

with a transition speed k = 10, and a pivot redshift z0 = 0.7,
and a third-order polynomial for δ(x) defined to pass through
the points {(6,−2), (8,−1.5), (10,−0.5), (12,0)}. The preced-
ing pairs of numbers give values for (log(M?),〈∆Mr〉), where
〈∆Mr〉 is the average brightening for galaxies for a given stel-
lar mass.

Having mapped M? and Mr onto every synthetic galaxy,
we proceed to model restframe colors g − r and r − i. For
each distribution we use a double Gaussian, with statistically
distinct star-forming and red sequence populations:

P(g − r|Mr,z) = Fq(Mr,z)×N q
g−r(µ;σ)

+
(
1 − Fq(Mr,z)

)
×N sf

g−r(µ;σ), (4)

and likewise for P(r− i|Mr,z).We model the two-dimensional
dependence of Fq(Mr,z) using a composition of sigmoid
functions:

Fq(Mr,z) = F z0
q (Mr) +

F z1
q (Mr) − F z0

q (Mr)
1 + exp(−kz(z − zc))

, (5)

where for both g − r and r − i colors we use zc = 0.5 and kz =
12. The F zi

q functions characterize the Mr-dependence of the
quenched fraction at the two asymptotic redshifts, z0 and z1.
We model F zi

q (Mr) as

F zi
q (Mr) = f faint

q +
f bright
q − f faint

q

1 + exp(−kr(Mr − Mc
r ))
. (6)

In cosmoDC2, the widths of the quenched and star-forming
sequences are constant, but the centroids depend on both
mass and redshift, i.e., in Eq. 4, for each sequence and broad-
band color, µ = µ(Mr,z). We model this simultaneous depen-
dence as a composition of sigmoid functions.

µ(Mr,z) = µz0 (Mr) +
µz1 (Mr) −µz0 (Mr)

1 + exp(−αz(z − zc))
, (7)

where

µzi (Mr) = µfaint +
µbright −µfaint

1 + exp(−αr(Mr − Mc
r ))
. (8)

We arrived at these functional forms and best-fit values af-
ter considerable experimentation and iteration with the DE-
SCQA color validation tests to be presented in Sec. 6.3.

5.1.2. Cluster Environment

While the methods used in Sec. 5.1.1 produce model galax-
ies with realistic stellar mass and broadband flux, as well
as reasonably accurate two-point clustering, two additional
ingredients are needed in order to meet validation require-
ments in cluster environments. First, more stellar mass is
required of central galaxies in very massive halos, Mhalo &
1014M�(Huang et al. 2018). Second, the normalization of
the mass-richness relation in cluster-mass halos appears to
be ∼ 20% low relative to expectations based on DES data.
In principle, the UniverseMachine model could capture these
effects if suitable observational data for galaxies in cluster
environments were used to tune the UniverseMachine model
parameters. In practice, the necessity of these modifications
is not surprising because the observational constraints used
to fit the UniverseMachine model are relatively insensitive to
the behavior of the galaxy-halo connection in the statistically
rare environment of very massive halos.

To address the boost to the stellar mass of cluster centrals,
we remapped the 〈M?|Mhalo〉 relation for Mhalo > Mc

halo =
1013.5M� according to M?∝

(
Mhalo/Mc

halo

)α
, using α = 0.65,

and set the normalization according to the existing value for
〈M?|Mc

halo〉. To boost the mass-richness relation, we gener-
ate an additional Monte Carlo realization of cluster satel-
lites so that the total number of objects increases by 20%
in all halos Mhalo > Mc

halo, decreasing this boost factor lin-
early in logMhalo so that the boost is zero for halos with
Mhalo ≤ 1013M�.

5.1.3. Ultra-Faint Galaxies

A range of science goals related to weak lensing and de-
blending benefit from a synthetic catalog that is complete
down to galaxy masses below the resolution limit of the sim-
ulation. As discussed in Sec. 6.1, the primary DESCQA val-
idation requirement that drives the need for this additional
modeling is quantified in the test for the cumulative galaxy
number counts as a function of apparent magnitude. To
meet this requirement, part of the cosmoDC2 model includes
a population of “ultra-faint galaxies" that are disconnected
from resolved halos in the Outer Rim simulation.

Our modeling for the ultra-faint population begins by
defining how many galaxies should be included in order to
boost the abundance of faint galaxies to meet the DESCQA
validation criteria. We make two physical assumptions to de-
termine the abundance of ultra-faint galaxies at each redshift.
The assumptions are that there is one-to-one correspondence
between galaxies and (sub)halos, accounting for both dis-
tinct host halos and for subhalos within them, and that the
(sub)halo mass function dn/dMpeak should exhibit power-law
behavior at the low-mass end. These assumptions are used to
extend the reach of the simulation in the following way. Let
Mlim

peak denote the resolution limit of the simulation, i.e., below
Mlim

peak we begin to see departures from power-law behavior
of dn/dMpeak. Then for any particular value Mext

peak < Mlim
peak,

we can simply extrapolate the power-law approximation to
dn/dMpeak to estimate how many (sub)halos are missing due
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to the finite mass resolution of the simulation. We elaborate
upon this procedure below.

In each snapshot of the MDPL2 subhalo catalogs used in
baseDC2, we identify a value of Mpeak that is sufficiently
larger than Mlim

peak, and fit a power law to dn/dMpeak in the
neighborhood of this mass. Selecting Mext

peak = 109.8M�, we
then calculate nultra−faints(z|Mpeak >Mext

peak), the cumulative co-
moving number density of (sub)halos that would be present
if MDPl2 were Mpeak-complete to this mass:

nultra−faints(z|Mpeak >Mext
peak)≡

∫ Mlim
peak

Mext
peak

dMpeakdn/dMfit
peak(z)

(9)
Equation 9 defines the volume number density of synthetic
ultra-faint galaxies to which we will apply the GalSampler
technique to add them to baseDC2. We also use dn/dMfit

peak
to draw values of Mpeak for each ultra-faint galaxy we add.
Once we have a sample of synthetic ultra-faint galaxies that
have values of Mpeak, we assign stellar masses according to
a power-law fit to the faint end of the UniverseMachine re-
lation 〈M?|Mpeak,z〉, and we assign uniform random values
to P(< SFR|M?), the CDF of the SFR conditional probabil-
ity distribution. Based on the assignments of M? and SFR,
we assign colors as described in Sec. 5.1.1. We then assign
spatially random locations to these galaxies, computing red-
shifts from the corresponding comoving distances. At this
point, the synthetic ultra-faint galaxies have all the attributes
needed to treat them as ordinary UniverseMachine galaxies
in the baseDC2 pipeline.

As in the case of the rest-frame color model, the parame-
ter values presented here are obtained by boosting the num-
ber of ultra-faint galaxies until there are sufficiently many to
pass the cumulative number-density validation test to be pre-
sented in Sec. 6.1. In the future, for use-cases requiring more
realistic spatial distributions of the ultra-faint population, it
would be necessary to incorporate expected correlations be-
tween the density field and the positions of very low-mass
galaxies.

5.1.4. HOD Comparison with UniverseMachine

One of the simplest ways to quantify the relationship
between galaxies and the cosmic density field is through
the Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD), P(Ngal|Mhalo), the
probability that a halo of mass Mhalo hosts Ngal galaxies that
meet some selection criteria. In order to demonstrate that the
P(Ngal|Mhalo) in cosmoDC2 is reasonably realistic, we com-
pare our HOD to that seen in mock catalogs made with the
UniverseMachine. Two-point projected clustering in the Uni-
verseMachine model has been shown to exhibit close agree-
ment with SDSS (Behroozi et al. 2018), and so for purposes
of ensuring reasonably accurate correlations between galax-
ies and the density field, we compare our redshift-zero HOD
to that seen in UniverseMachine.

In Figure 8, the dashed curves shows the HOD of z = 0.15
UniverseMachine galaxies, with different stellar mass thresh-
olds as indicated in each panel. To calculate the correspond-

Figure 8. Comparison of the z = 0.15 HOD in the UniverseMa-
chine mock (dashed curves) with those of baseDC2 (solid curves).
The HOD quantifies P(Ngal|Mhalo), the probability that a halo of
mass Mhalo hosts Ngal galaxies with stellar mass M? greater than
the threshold indicated in the panel. The first moment of the HOD,
〈Ngal|Mhalo〉, is shown on the vertical axis of each panel as a function
of Mhalo. Solid curves show the corresponding HOD in the baseDC2
model that is the foundation of cosmoDC2. We tune our HOD to
match UniverseMachine so that our model can inherit the obser-
vational realism of the galaxy-halo connection shown in Behroozi
et al. (2018).

ing quantity in our model, we use the z = 0.15 snapshot of the
Outer Rim halo catalog populated with baseDC2 galaxies.
The good agreement between the dashed and solid curves in
each panel of Figure 8 should be sufficient to ensure that cos-
moDC2 has reasonably accurate relationships between stellar
mass and halo mass. Since stellar mass and luminosity are
tightly correlated in the cosmoDC2 model (see Sec. 5.1.1),
then the HOD in cosmoDC2 will naturally inherit depen-
dence upon broadband magnitude. As discussed in Sec. 6,
our tuning of this technique was fairly coarse relative to the
accuracy with which the HOD has been shown to recover
the clustering of specific galaxy samples (e.g., Zheng et al.
2007). To build the cosmoDC2 model, we instead prioritized
modeling galaxies with HODs that exhibit the expected scal-
ing with a wide variety of complex observational selection
functions, and we have found the level of agreement shown
in Figure 8 to be sufficient to serve a broad range of science
applications of DC2.

5.2. The Galacticus Library

The Galacticus SAM solves, along each branch of an in-
put merger tree, a set of ODEs which describe the evolution
of coarse-grained properties of the galaxy that forms within
that branch. This differential evolution is supplemented with
impulsive events that describe galaxy mergers. In addition
to merging, the physics modeled by Galacticus also includes
the cooling of gas in the circum-galactic medium and its in-
flow into galaxies, star formation, supermassive black hole
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growth, feedback processes powered by both supernovae and
active galactic nuclei, and metal production. Galacticus fol-
lows the evolution of the disk and bulge components sep-
arately. The latter component forms as a result of galaxy
mergers or via dynamical instabilities of the galactic disk. In
either case, some fraction of the disk’s mass is transferred to
the bulge component.

Our Galacticus library was generated by running version
0.9.4 of the Galacticus code5 on merger trees built from the
AlphaQ simulation. Galacticus outputs were requested at
each snapshot redshift of the input merger trees so that a
complete history of each galaxy would be available in the
Galacticus Library. We use the default 0.9.4 parameter file
to specify the inputs to the Galacticus model. Since these
input parameters are tuned to observational data using ex-
tended Press-Schechter trees rather than merger trees from
N-body simulations, we do not expect our results to match
these observational data perfectly. However, as mentioned in
Sec.2, the collection of Galacticus galaxies is serving as a li-
brary from which to select galaxies with suitable properties,
so that a complete match to the data is not required.

In addition to the basic properties such as stellar mass, star-
formation rate, gas and stellar metallicity, the user can supply
filters for which Galacticus then calculates luminosities. In
principle, these luminosities can be determined by model-
ing the spectral-energy distribution (SED) of a galaxy with
a stellar-population synthesis (SPS) model (Conroy et al.
2009), and integrating the resulting SED over the band-pass
for the selected filter. The SPS model provides a library of
single-stellar-populations (SSP) SEDs that depend on metal-
licity and time. The SED of a galaxy at a given redshift is
obtained by convolving over time and metallicity, the SFR as
calculated by Galacticus, with these SSP SEDs. In practice,
it is too time consuming to calculate these integrals for each
SED on the fly, so Galacticus pre-computes a table of in-
tegrals of the SSP SEDs over the desired filter band-passes
and uses these as coefficients in the convolution integral with
the SFR. Luminosities for the desired band passes are avail-
able in either rest or observer frame and are computed sep-
arately for the disk and bulge component of each galaxy.
Observer-frame luminosities are calculated by appropriately
blue-shifting the filter transmission function depending on
the cosmological redshift of the galaxy. (Recall that output
redshifts are specified so that these required blue-shifts are
known in advance.) Note however, that the blue-shifts that
account for the line-of-sight peculiar velocities are not in-
cluded. Although the direct computation of observer-frame
magnitudes obviates the need to perform any k-corrections
on the rest-frame magnitudes, we still need to interpolate
both sets of magnitudes to the galaxy lightcone redshifts.
This will be discussed in Sec. 5.3.2.

Galacticus luminosities are computed in the AB-magnitude
system. We convert the rest-frame luminosities L to magni-
tudes using M = −2.5log10(L). Observer-frame luminosities

5 https://bitbucket.org/galacticusdev/galacticus/wiki

are converted to apparent magnitudes by including additional
factors of −2.5log10(1 + z) and µ(z), where z is the redshift
and µ is the distance modulus of the galaxy. These factors
account for the compression of photon frequencies in the
observer frame and the luminosity distance, respectively.

The luminosities provided by these user-selected filters are
critical for providing the galaxy properties required by the
validation tests. For example, many of these tests make cuts
on observer-frame LSST magnitudes, which are not obtained
from empirical modeling. In addition to the LSST ugrizy
filters, we included SDSS ugriz filters to facilitate the vali-
dation of cosmoDC2 against SDSS data and the Johnson B
and V filters to provide inputs for the image simulations. We
also define a set of 30 top-hat filters spanning the range from
100 nm to 2 µm. The width of these filters grow with wave-
length but are designed to provide roughly constant resolu-
tions λ/∆λ that vary from ∼ 4 to ∼ 7. These top-hat filters
provide a coarsely binned estimate of the galaxy’s SED that
is based on the star-formation history of each galaxy. They
are required inputs for the image simulations and are critical
for evaluating the accuracy of photometric-redshift determi-
nations. Finally, to estimate emission-line luminosities (de-
scribed below), we add three continuum filters that compute
the ionizing luminosity for H I, He II, and O II, respectively.

Dust corrections and emission lines are added in post-
processing. The dust model is from Ferrara et al. (1999) who
used ray-tracing simulations to calculate dust-attenuation
curves as a function of inclination, dust distribution and
other dust properties. In post processing, a random incli-
nation is generated for each galaxy and the attenuation for
each filter is computed by interpolating (or extrapolating)
the attenuation at the effective wavelength of the filter from
the tabulated values. The effective wavelength is defined
as
∫
λT (λ)dλ/

∫
T (λ)dλ, the wavelength averaged over the

filter transmission, T (λ).
The emission-line model is based on Panuzzo et al. (2003),

and its specific implementation within Galacticus is de-
scribed in detail by Merson et al. (2018). Using this model,
emission line luminosities are computed using the photo-
ionization code Cloudy (Ferland et al. 2017) as a function
of a grid of values for H II region densities, metallicities and
the ionizing luminosities for H I, He II, and O II. In post-
processing, for each galaxy, the emission-line luminosities
are interpolated from this pre-computed grid using the mea-
sured values of the ionizing luminosities that are supplied by
Galacticus.

As a final step, we remove galaxies with extreme values
in the dust-corrected magnitudes, colors and total extinction
from the Galacticus library. Any galaxies with any totally
extincted dust-corrected magnitude (due to extrapolation fail-
ures in the dust model), values of the rest-frame B−V excess
color or the ratio of total to selective extinction, RV , close to
zero, or values of dust-corrected rest- or observer-frame col-
ors or values of the V-band total extinction, AV , falling out-
side of the limits shown in Table 1 are cut from the library.

5.3. Galaxy Catalog and Galaxy Library Matching

https://bitbucket.org/galacticusdev/galacticus/wiki
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Table 1. Color and Av cuts applied to the Galacticus library to re-
move unphysical galaxies

Quantity Lower Limit Upper Limit

Rest-frame g − r -0.5 1.5

Rest-frame r − i -0.5 1.5

Rest-frame i − z -0.5 2.0

Observer-frame g − r -0.5 2.5

Observer-frame r − i -0.5 2.0

Observer-frame i − z -1.0 2.5

AV -0.1 3.1

The goal of the Match-Up Pipeline, shown in Figure 9, is to
find a Galacticus library galaxy for each baseDC2 galaxy that
best preserves the careful tuning of existing properties while
incorporating additional information provided by the library.
The key galaxy properties to match between baseDC2 and
the Galacticus library are rest frame r-band magnitude, and
rest frame g − r and r − i color. All other baseDC2 proper-
ties, including stellar mass and SFR, are copied directly into
cosmoDC2. Weak lensing properties (see Sec. 4) are incor-
porated into the baseDC2 catalog before the matching.

5.3.1. Quality of Match Metric

The quality of the match between a library galaxy and a
baseDC2 galaxy is measured by the Euclidean distance be-
tween their 3-dimensional property vectors Plib and Pbase, re-
spectively, where the components of P are Mr, rest frame g−r
and r − i color:

D2 =
∑

j

(Plib
j − Pbase

j )2. (10)

Cluster red sequence galaxies have a tight relationship be-
tween color and redshift (Bower et al. 1992; Rozo et al.
2015). Optical cluster finders such as redMaPPer (Rykoff
et al. 2014) rely on this tight relationship to help isolate clus-
ter members, and so in order to ensure that cosmoDC2 pos-
sesses a tight relation between redshift and observed galaxy
color we include a second term in the distance calculation for
cluster red sequence galaxies:

D2 =
∑

j

(
Plib

j − Pbase
j

)2
+

∑
j

(
Qlib

j − QDES
j (z)

)2
, (11)

where the color vector Q has components of g − r, r − i, and
i − z in the observer frame, and QDES(z) is the expected mean
red sequence color as a function of redshift observed in DES
(Rykoff et al. 2016). Cluster red sequence galaxies are de-
fined as all red sequence galaxies with Mhalo > 1013h−1M�.
To ensure a smooth transition between the use of the two
metrics, we also apply Eq. 11 to a fraction of the galaxies
for which 1012h−1M� < Mhalo < 1013h−1M�. This fraction
increases log-linearly with halo mass from zero to one. We
discuss this modeling choice further in Sec. 7.
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Figure 9. Workflow for the Galacticus match-up pipeline to pro-
duce the final output for cosmoDC2. Data products are shown
as rectangles in dark and light purple for data derived from the
Outer Rim and auxiliary simulations, respectively. Code modules
are shown as ovals in dark orange.

5.3.2. Redshift Interpolation of Library Galaxies

Whereas baseDC2 is constructed on a lightcone, the
Galacticus library has been constructed at discrete redshift
snapshots. If galaxies in the baseDC2 lightcone are naively
matched to galaxies in the Galacticus library, then discrete
bands in observed-color and redshift space will be clearly
visible. These bands appear because the color distribution
of galaxies changes noticeably between the redshifts of two
adjacent snapshots. This is due both to redshifting of the
galaxy SED and, to a lesser extent, evolution of the galaxy
population. We use interpolation to compute the properties
of galaxies lying between the snapshot redshifts. Our proce-
dure substantially reduces the discreteness effects that would
otherwise be present.

The Galacticus library contains the full history of each
galaxy at every snapshot redshift. To shift a Galacticus
galaxy to an intermediate redshift z, we linearly interpolate
the properties of the galaxy between adjacent snapshots, ex-
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pressed as:

g(z) = f (zt) + (z − zt)
f (zt+1) − f (zt)

zt+1 − zt
, (12)

where zt and zt+1 are the discrete snapshot redshifts of the
library that bracket z, g(z) is the interpolated function of a
galaxy property and f (zi) is the value of a galaxy library
property at redshift zi.

Not all galaxies in the library are suited for interpolation
between snapshots. For example, some galaxies in Galacti-
cus either formed recently or merged with another galaxy and
are therefore missing from a snapshot; galaxies may have
evolved in to or out of regions of color-magnitude space that
fail to pass quality cuts applied to the library. In such cases
we exclude the candidate galaxy from the library, so that only
suitable galaxies are selected.

5.3.3. Luminosity Adjustment

A complication in the Match-Up Pipeline is that the
baseDC2 galaxies are more luminous than the ones present
in the Galacticus library. To remedy the luminosity mismatch
at the bright end, the magnitudes for both sets of galaxies are
compressed at the brighter end into a smaller and overlapping
range:

M′r(Mr) =

{
α tanh

(
(Mr − Mr0)/α

)
+ Mr0, if Mr ≤Mr0

Mr, Otherwise
(13)

where Mr and M′r are, respectively, the original and com-
pressed r-band magnitudes, Mr0 is the threshold where the
compression starts, and α is the range of the compression.
Luminosities brighter than Mr0 are compressed into a range
that is strictly less bright than Mr0 −α. The compression ef-
fectively downweights the luminosity matching requirements
at the brighter end while keeping the color matching require-
ment fixed. Once a matching library galaxy is found, the
luminosity in each bandpass is rescaled by the same constant
factor that forces the r-band luminosity for the library and
baseDC2 galaxy to agree by construction.

5.3.4. Assigning a Match

The matching between baseDC2 and the library is done by
constructing k-d trees for the library and querying these trees
for the nearest neighbors to each baseDC2 galaxy. Since the
library galaxy properties change with redshift, the k-d trees
have to be reconstructed each time the library is interpolated
to a new redshift. It would be computationally impractical to
construct the k-d trees for each individual redshift value in
the baseDC2 lightcone catalog. Instead, we use sets of k-d
trees at narrow redshift slices of the lightcone as described
below.

We divide the redshift range between adjacent snapshots
into five slices. For each of these slices, the galaxy library
is interpolated to its median redshift and two k-d trees are
constructed from the library. The first tree, which is used

Figure 10. Observed g − r color distribution of cosmoDC2 galaxies
with Mr < −19 as a function of redshift, up to z = 1. The smooth dis-
tribution is obtained through the interpolation procedure described
in Sec. 5.3.4. Filamentary structures visible in this figure arise from
repeated sampling of library galaxies in sparsely populated color-
magnitude space.

for most galaxies, only uses rest frame r-band, g − r and r − i
color and uses the distance metric of Eq. 10. The second
tree, which is used for red sequence cluster members, addi-
tionally uses observer frame g − r, r − i and i − z colors and
uses the distance metric of Eq. 11. For each baseDC2 galaxy
in the slice, we use the k-d tree to find the ten closest neigh-
bors in the galaxy library and assign a match randomly from
those ten, which smooths out discreteness effects otherwise
caused by repeated selection of the same library galaxy in a
sparsely populated area of color-magnitude space. Figure 10
shows the color-redshift evolution of galaxies resulting from
our match-up procedure. The color distribution before and
after the match-up procedure is shown in Figure 11.

5.4. Additional Modeling

The final code module of Figure 9 shows the additional
empirical modeling performed after the Galacticus library
match-up. This modeling, which is required to meet valida-
tion criteria, relies on information obtained from the match-
up. Galaxy profiles are assumed to be given by an n = 1 Sersic
(exponential) profile for the disk component of each galaxy
and an n = 4 Sersic profile for the bulge component.

5.4.1. Disk and Bulge Size

The stellar mass of each galaxy in the Galacticus library
is divided into disk and bulge components, from which we
determine B/T, the ratio of the stellar mass in the bulge to
the total stellar mass. We use this quantity to model galaxy
sizes in order to meet DESCQA validation criteria for the
size-luminosity relation.

We separately model the size-luminosity relation for disk
and bulge components, in both cases using the functional
form introduced in Zhang & Yang (2019) to obtain R50, the
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Figure 11. Distributions of rest-frame color (top panel) and color-
magnitude (bottom panel) of 0.5 < z < 0.54 galaxies in baseDC2,
the Galacticus library and cosmoDC2. The top panel shows that the
color distribution of baseDC2 is well recovered in cosmoDC2 by se-
lecting specific Galacticus galaxies, with only a small discrepancy
for red galaxies. The contours shown in the bottom panel encom-
pass 75% and 99% of the galaxy populations. For bright galaxies,
the luminosity adjustment prioritizes the match with baseDC2 col-
ors while the luminosity rescaling extends the coverage of library
galaxies (See Sec. 5.3.3). The brightest and reddest galaxies do not
reproduce the baseDC2 colors exactly because there are few library
galaxies with similar colors. The luminosity adjustment is applied
for faint galaxies, so for faint red galaxies the match-up procedure
compromises galaxy color in order to match luminosity better.

Petrosian half-light radius:

R50 = γLα(1 + L)β−α. (14)

Here L = 10−0.4(Mr−M0
r ), and γ,α,β, and M0

r are fitting param-
eters that depend on the classification scheme used to deter-
mine the subtype of the fitted galaxy sample. Zhang & Yang
(2019) characterize the size-luminosity relation for several
classification schemes including a morphological classifica-
tion into either elliptical or spiral types and a classification
that uses the B/T value. We choose the latter scheme to ob-

tain values of the fit parameters in Eq. 14. Specifically, for the
disk and bulge components of cosmoDC2 galaxies at z = 0,
we use the parameters in Table 1 of Zhang & Yang (2019)
pertaining to SDSS galaxies with B/T< 0.5 and B/T> 0.5,
respectively.

We incorporate redshift dependence in the galaxy-size dis-
tribution by setting γ = γ(z). We choose the functional form
of γ(z) to be a sigmoid function, as defined by Eq. 2, which
regulates the redshift evolution such that size decreases with
increasing redshift. The parameters in Eq. 2 are chosen such
that we recover the Zhang & Yang (2019) parameters at z = 0,
the sizes of both disks and bulges are reduced by a factor of
two at z = 1 and k is set to 4.

5.4.2. Black Hole Mass and Accretion Rate

A black hole resides at the center of every cosmoDC2
galaxy. The properties of these black holes can be used to
model time-varying active galactic nuclei. For the mass of
the black hole, M•, we adopt the power-law scaling relation
reported in Kormendy & Ho (2013):

M• = 0.0049Mbulge
(
Mbulge/M0

)α
, (15)

where α = 0.15 and M0 = 1011M�.
For the mass accretion rate of the black hole, dM•/dt,

we define dlogM•/dt ≡ λeddṀedd, where λedd is the Ed-
dington ratio and we assume an Eddington rate of Ṁedd =
0.022M�/Myr/M•.We model λedd according to the redshift-
dependent probability distribution reported in Aird et al.
(2018):

P(λedd|z) = A
1 + z

(1 + z0)γz
λγe

edd, (16)

where A = 0.00071, γz = 3.47, γe = −0.65, and z0 = 0.6. Thus
the specific mass accretion rate in this model has no depen-
dence upon black hole mass, though dM•/dt∝M•.

In addition to the dependence of dM•/dt on black hole
mass and redshift, we use conditional abundance match-
ing (CAM) to introduce correlations between dlogM•/dt
and sSFR, the specific star-formation rate of the galaxy.
For each galaxy, we calculate the cumulative probability
P(< sSFR|M?), and use the CAM implementation in Halo-
tools (Hearin et al. 2017) to non-parametrically correlate
sSFR and λedd, setting the correlation strength to 50%. In
cosmoDC2, galaxy sSFR is tightly correlated with broadband
color, such that active galaxies have bluer colors; thus our
use of CAM in assigning λedd produces synthetic catalogs in
which galaxies with bluer broadband color host black holes
that tend to be rapidly accreting mass.

5.4.3. Galaxy Ellipticity

The magnitude of the ellipticity of the galaxy is calculated
as the r-band luminosity-weighted average of the disk and
bulge ellipticities. These, in turn, are drawn from a Johnson
SB probability distribution:

f (e,a,b) =
b

e(1 − e)
φ
(

a + b log
e

1 − e

)
, (17)
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where e is the ellipticity, φ is the normal probability distribu-
tion and a and b are model parameters. For the disk ellipticity
we use constant values of a = −0.4 and b = 0.7. For the bulge
component, we set b = 1.0, and a to a value that depends
on the rest frame r-band magnitude as follows: a = 0.6 for
Mr ≤ −21, a increases linearly with Mr for −21 ≤Mr ≤ −17
with slopes such that a = 1.0 for Mr = −19 and a = 1.6 for
Mr ≥ −17. The values of these parameters have been cho-
sen to match the ellipticity distributions reported in Joachimi
et al. (2013), who studied the shapes of galaxy images from
the COSMOS survey. The position angles, and thereby the
components of the ellipticities, are chosen to correspond to
galaxies with random orientations.

5.5. Galaxy Catalog Content

The catalog contains ∼2.26 billion galaxies in a 440 deg2

field that spans 0< z< 3. Each galaxy has 551 listed proper-
ties. The catalog size is 5.2 TiB and the catalog is subdivided
into 393 HDF5 files separated by redshift range and sky pix-
elization. In order to cover the image-simulation area that
was selected for DC2, the catalog is built on the Nside=32
healpixels that are required to cover the area specified by
the following (RA, Dec) coordinate pairs (J2000): (71.46,
−27.25), (52.25, −27.25), (73.79, −44.33), (49.42, −44.33).
A comprehensive list of properties and specifications includ-
ing relevant units is given in Appendix B in Table 2.

Briefly, the modeled properties of galaxies in the cos-
moDC2 lightcone include lensed and unlensed positions;
stellar mass and black hole mass; a range of luminosity in-
formation, including broadband flux through both LSST and
SDSS bands, as well as coarsely binned SEDs, fluxes sup-
plied with and without dust, in observer and rest frames, with
separate fluxes for each galaxy’s disk and bulge component;
shape information, including ellipticity, shear, magnification,
convergence, and size; we also include information about the
parent dark matter halo of each galaxy.

6. SELECTED VALIDATION RESULTS

In this section, we present selected validation results from
cosmoDC2. These results have been chosen to be repre-
sentative of important aspects of the output catalog and in-
clude redshift, magnitude and color properties of the galax-
ies, and tests of large-scale clustering and lensing distortions.
Calibration of the model was driven by the competing de-
mands of DC2 for model complexity and accuracy, codified
by the set of validation requirements supplied by DESC sci-
ence working groups. The results shown here are a subset of
the full range of DESCQA validation tests (to be presented
elsewhere) which encompass additional tests that were used
to validate cosmoDC2.

6.1. Cumulative Number Counts as a Function of
Magnitude

We compare the number counts of galaxies as a function of
apparent magnitude with observational data. These provide
an important empirical test of the realism of the model for
the redshift-dependent luminosity function.

The dataset that we use for this comparison is the first data
release (Aihara et al. 2018a) of the Deep layer of the Hyper-
SuprimeCam (HSC) survey (Aihara et al. 2018b). The rea-
son for this choice is that the Deep layer of the HSC survey
is the deepest ongoing survey with an area exceeding a few
square degrees. Hence, we perform a comparison that in-
volves less extrapolation than with a shallower large-area sur-
vey, but without the cosmic variance uncertainty that would
come from using a much smaller pencil beam survey. Using
this data set, we measure the cumulative number counts of
galaxies in the i-band down to 25th magnitude, then fit the
result to a power law. This power-law extrapolation is jus-
tified by measurements from deep HST surveys, which ap-
pear to have power-law number counts down to at least 28th
CModel magnitude (e.g., Beckwith et al. 2006). The results
are shown in Figure 12.

While this plot was used for validation, additional checks
were made of the number counts against other surveys. For
example, Subaru observations in the COSMOS field (Ca-
pak et al. 2007) yield a cumulative number density of 150
arcmin−2 or 5.4× 105 deg−2 for I < 26.5, which is clearly
quite close to the extrapolated HSC curve in Figure 12.

The grey-shaded band around the HSC extrapolated curve
shows the region of ±40% tolerance in the cumulative num-
ber counts, the validation criterion set by the DESC science
working groups. The magnitude range for validation region
is indicated by the vertical shaded band which covers the
range 24 < r < 27.5. The maximum fractional difference
between the cosmoDC2 data and the HSC fit in this region is
0.17 and hence cosmoDC2 passes this important validation
test. As discussed in Sec. 5.1.3, the decrease in the num-
ber count with increasing i-band magnitude is an effect of
the mass resolution of the simulation. Before the inclusion
of the ultra-faint galaxies described in Sec. 5.1.3, cosmoDC2
failed this test.

6.2. Redshift Distribution

The distribution of the number of galaxies as a function of
redshift is another fundamental test of the realism of the syn-
thetic catalog. This test is complementary to the cumulative-
number-density test described above and provides a check on
the shape of the redshift-dependent luminosity function. For
this test, we compare the probability distribution for the num-
ber of galaxies as a function of the cosmological redshift with
the observational data from Newman et al. (2013) and Coil
et al. (2004a). These observations are reported as parameter-
ized fits to the dN/dz distributions for a variety of magnitude-
limited samples. The selection cuts for these samples were
imposed on the CFHT R- and I-band magnitudes. In order
to obtain comparisons that are as meaningful as possible, we
construct magnitude-limited samples for the catalog data by
applying the same cuts to the r- and i-band LSST filter mag-
nitudes in the cosmoDC2 data. The error σi for each redshift
bin is determined with a jackknife procedure: we estimate the
errors due to cosmic variance by excluding subregions of RA
and Dec from the catalog footprint with a k-means algorithm
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Figure 12. Top panel: Observed cumulative i-band number counts
per square degree as a function of magnitude from cosmoDC2
(blue) and extrapolated from the HSC survey (black) (see text for
more details). The grey shaded band shows a ±40% uncertainty
around the HSC extrapolation. The vertical shaded region shows
the magnitude range within which the two curves are compared.
Bottom panel: Relative difference between the two curves in the
top panel.

as implemented in the scikit-learn package.6. The elements
of the covariance matrix are then given by

σ2
i j =

Njack − 1
Njack

∑
k

(N̄i − Nk
i ) · (N̄ j − Nk

j ), (18)

where Njack denotes the number of jackknife regions (chosen
to be 30 for the present work) and N̄i and Nk

i denote the num-
bers of galaxies in the i-th redshift bin for the full sample and
for the sample with the k-th region excluded, respectively.
The score for the test is computed by calculating the average
of the reduced χ2 between the catalog data and observed fit
for each of the magnitude-limited samples. In practice, the
computation of the covariances can be lengthy and we typ-
ically run this test over smaller sky areas of ∼ 100 deg2 at
a time. For these smaller areas, the above covariance matrix
is often not invertible due to instabilities in the off-diagonal
matrix elements, so we use only the diagonal elements in the
χ2 computation. In Figure 13, we compare the redshift distri-
butions for cosmoDC2 for three magnitude-limited samples
having a sky area of ∼ 60 deg2 with the fits obtained from
the DEEP2 data. The redshift distributions are in reasonable
agreement with the DEEP2 fits, and we obtain χ2/d.o.f val-
ues of 1.2, 0.75 and 0.73 for magnitude cuts of r< 22, r< 23
and r < 24, respectively. These values of χ2/d.o.f may be
somewhat under-estimated due to the aforementioned prob-
lem of obtaining the off-diagonal elements of the covariance

6 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

Figure 13. Redshift distribution of cosmoDC2 galaxies compared
with fits to DEEP2 data for a redshift range of 0 < z < 1.5 for three
magnitude-limited samples. The selection cuts are LSST-r < 22.0,
r < 23.0 and r < 24.0 as indicated in the legend.

matrix. We note that the validation criteria for cosmoDC2 do
not specify a quantitative tolerance for χ2/d.o.f.

6.3. Color Distributions

The color distributions of galaxies as a function of redshift
and luminosity are critical properties that must be rendered
with sufficient realism for many of the DC2 scientific use
cases. For example, the accurate characterization of the bi-
ases and systematics of photometric redshift algorithms relies
on the realism of synthetic color distributions. In Figure 14,
we compare the color distributions for a magnitude-limited
sample of cosmoDC2 galaxies with SDSS r-band< 17.7 and
redshifts in the range 0.05 < z < 0.1 to observational data
from the SDSS main galaxy sample in SDSS DR13 (Albareti
et al. 2017). The validation criteria for this test are that the
bimodalities, peak locations and luminosity dependencies of
the cosmoDC2 color distributions are broadly in agreement
with those of the SDSS data.

Two features of the comparisons between cosmoDC2 and
the SDSS data are worth noting. First, recall that the em-
pirical model is tuned only for rest-frame r-band magnitude
and g − r and r − i colors, whereas the quantities shown in
the figure are observer-frame colors. The level of agreement
that has been achieved relies solely on the correlations be-
tween the properties available for tuning and the full set of

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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Figure 14. SDSS color distributions of cosmoDC2 galaxies com-
pared with those of SDSS data. The cosmoDC2 galaxies comprise
a magnitude- and redshift-limited sample with SDSS r-band mag-
nitude < 17.7 and a redshift range of 0.05 < z < 0.1. The colors
shown in the figure are SDSS u − g, g − r, r − i and i − z.

galaxy properties, as discussed in Sec. 2. Second, the dis-
tributions for cosmoDC2 peak at redder colors for g − r and
i − z distributions and a bluer color for u − g. There are no
empirical parameters available to alter u − g and i − z color
distributions independently of the others, so it is difficult to
achieve better agreement for the joint distribution of all col-
ors by changing the empirical model. Other constraints, such
as the requirement that the catalog have a prominent sample
of red-sequence galaxies, impose further restrictions on the
joint color distributions, and so the comparison shown here
represents a compromise between multiple criteria supplied
by the DESC science working groups.

6.4. Two-Point Correlation Function

Galaxy clustering measurements provide a biased, but high
signal-to-noise probe of the underlying matter field, and
are commonly used both individually and in combination
with lensing measurements to constrain the underlying mat-
ter field (e.g., Abbott et al. 2018). We therefore validate the
catalog for such measurements by comparing mock observa-
tions of the galaxy two-point correlation function to data. In
this highlighted test we use the TreeCorr package (Jarvis
2015) to mimic measurements from Wang et al. (2013) of
w(θ), the over-abundance of galaxy pairs at some angular
separation θ relative to a random distribution, given selected
SDSS r-band magnitude cuts. This uses the estimator of
Landy & Szalay (1993)

w(θ) =
Ndd − 2Ndr + Nrr

Nrr
, (19)

where N is a normalized pair count within an angular separa-
tion bin centered at θ, and the subscripts d and r refer to the
data or randomly generated galaxies used to compute pairs,
respectively.

Figure 15 shows the shape and amplitude of the angular
clustering of different galaxy samples selected by apparent
r-band magnitude. The overall trends with scale, amplitude,
and luminosity are the same as seen in SDSS; more pro-
nounced deviations are visible in the 1-halo term for brighter
galaxy samples, particularly the steeper slope of the cluster-
ing in the mock relative to SDSS. To estimate the variance
within this patch we have included error bars using the jack-
knife procedure detailed in Sec. 6.2 with Njack = 20.

For this test, the validation criteria supplied by the DESC
science working groups for the purposes of DC2 amounted to
a check that the synthetic catalog and validation data were in
reasonable agreement, and that the clustering strength scales
with galaxy brightness in the expected fashion. Achieving
higher precision agreement in the future would involve a
much more costly optimization exercise, as well as a larger
catalog area to reduce the effect of cosmic variance, and a
more realistic estimation of statistical and systematic errors.

Figure 15. Validation test for the two-point correlation function,
computed on the 440 sq. deg. cosmoDC2 catalog for cuts in SDSS
r-band magnitude as given in the legend. The points correspond to
measurements on the cosmoDC2 catalog, with error bars obtained
through jackknife resampling, and solid lines to SDSS measure-
ments from Table 2 of Wang et al. (2013).

6.5. Galaxy-galaxy Lensing

Figure 16 displays the results of the galaxy-shear correla-
tion test on the cosmoDC2 catalog. This computes the aver-
age tangential shear γt of a collection of background source
galaxies at a given projected physical distance R from fore-
ground lens galaxies, where

γt = −[γ1 cos(2φc) +γ2 sin(2φc)]. (20)
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Here φc is the angle of the vector connecting the projected
lens and source galaxies. These values are scaled by the
geometry-dependent critical surface density Σcrit to give the
excess surface mass density ∆Σ(R). This test uses color,
magnitude and redshift cuts designed to mimic the SDSS
LOWZ measurement of Singh et al. (2015), compute the ex-
cess surface mass density, and compare it to the observed
values.

While no quantitative validation criteria were provided by
DESC science working groups for this test, nonetheless the
cosmoDC2 results show a qualitatively good fit to the SDSS
data at large scales, and a realistic galaxy number density for
the LOWZ sample; the falloff of the synthetic lensing sig-
nal on small scales is expected due to pixelization and noise
in the shear maps as noted in Sec. 4. This test shows that
the LOWZ-like population in the catalog is very similar to
observations, both in number density and correlation with
the underlying tangential shear field, validating an important
use case of the catalog, as well as confirming that the weak-
lensing quantities and galaxy positions are appropriately cor-
related.
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SDSS LOWZ from Singh et al. (2015)

Figure 16. Validation test for galaxy-galaxy lensing, computed on
the cosmoDC2 image area with cuts chosen to match those of the
SDSS LOWZ sample of Singh et al. (2015). The test returns a total
SDSS LOWZ galaxy number density of 58.8 per square degree for
the cosmoDC2 image area, compared to the observed value of 57.0
per square degree from Reid et al. (2016). The solid blue line in
the figure corresponds to the measurement performed on the cos-
moDC2 catalog, and the black points to the measurement on the
SDSS sample. At small scales the signal is smoothed due to lensing
map resolution limits.

7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper, we have described the production of cos-
moDC2, a large synthetic sky catalog tailored to the needs of
contemporary cosmological surveys. CosmoDC2 serves as
the extragalactic catalog used in the end-to-end image sim-
ulation pipeline developed as part of the LSST DESC Data
Challenge 2. To produce the synthetic data, we have devel-
oped a new methodology for modeling the galaxy-halo con-

nection that combines empirical and semi-analytic models
(A. Hearin et al. 2019, in preparation), as well as a new
software pipeline for ray-tracing computations (P. Larsen
et al. 2019, in preparation). The cosmoDC2 lightcone
spans the redshift range 0 < z < 3; each galaxy in cos-
moDC2 has more than 500 attributes, including broadband
flux through LSST filters, stellar mass, gravitational shear,
separate coarse-grained SEDs for disk and bulge components
of the image, half-light radius, black hole properties, and a
range of other properties. The requirements for the statistical
distributions of galaxies in cosmoDC2 were designed in close
collaboration with the analysis working groups in DESC, us-
ing the DESCQA validation software to ensure appropriate
realism.

Here, we have given a detailed account of cosmoDC2,
the extragalactic catalog used in the DC2 image simulation,
which spans 440 deg2. In the near future, we will use our
pipeline to generate a 5000 deg2 synthetic sky; this larger cat-
alog will be used in a range of scientific analyses conducted
by DESC science working groups.

Our effort to produce high-quality synthetic data for LSST
DESC is ongoing, and several specific areas have already
been targeted for further improvement. For example, the ex-
plicit halo-mass dependence of the SEDs of galaxies in the
red sequence in cosmoDC2 galaxies is inconsistent with as-
sumptions made by RedMaPPer. The additional observer-
frame color matching that is done for red-sequence cluster
members introduces a difference between cosmoDC2 red-
sequence field and cluster galaxies. Recalibrating the color
model after eliminating this explicit halo-mass dependence
will improve the applicability of the catalog for studies of
redMaPPer projection effects.

We also plan to improve the physical realism of the spatial
distribution of cluster satellites. The current intra-halo dis-
tribution has a truncated Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) pro-
file (Navarro et al. 1996) that is inherited from Rockstar sub-
halos that are populated with UniverseMachine galaxies; in
the future, the radial profiles will no longer be truncated and
will follow an ellipsoidal NFW profile that is aligned with
the large-scale tidal field.

In future releases of the model, we plan to extend our
framework to utilize hydrodynamical simulations. For exam-
ple, gas profiles from high-resolution hydrodynamical simu-
lations can be painted onto group and cluster halos using the
Galsampler technique, creating mock catalogs that could be
used to study baryonic effects in the environments of massive
halos.

Finally, we will soon provide high-resolution cutouts of
the density and shear field surrounding cluster-mass halos.
A comprehensive and up-to-date list of all planned improve-
ments is available.7

Due to the evolving nature of the validation criteria of
modern surveys, any method for generating synthetic cos-
mological data must be flexible enough to accommodate the

7 https://github.com/LSSTDESC/cosmodc2/issues

https://github.com/LSSTDESC/cosmodc2/issues
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demands imposed upon it by validation, as well as have suf-
ficient computational efficiency to facilitate repeated itera-
tion. Our hybrid method has a number of features that make
it particularly suitable for producing a catalog that meets a
series of potentially evolving validation criteria. The work-
flow is quite flexible in that the empirical models that drive
the initial distributions of the limited set of galaxy proper-
ties can be easily changed. The pipelines can be run rela-
tively quickly so that it is quite feasible to iterate on the em-
pirical model to improve the agreement between the catalog
and the observational data. The most time-consuming part of
the modeling, namely running the SAM, need only be done
once. If the resulting library spans the range of observed
properties, the matching with empirically-modeled galaxies
is straightforward. In the future, as more observational data
become available from deeper surveys, the validation of syn-
thetic catalogs will become much more demanding. It will
be crucial to continue development of methodologies that ef-
ficiently and flexibly generate realistically complex synthetic
cosmological data.

The cosmoDC2 catalog is publicly available from the
NERSC website8 as a collection of HDF5 files. The
files are labeled by redshift range and healpixel numbers,
which correspond to the Nside = 32 healpixels in the DC2
image-simulation area. As described in Appendix C, the
LSST DESC provides a Python package to facilitate user
access to cosmoDC2. The cosmoDC2 code is publicly avail-
able.9
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APPENDIX

A. LIGHTCONE CONSTRUCTION

While simulation time snapshots may serve as a substrate for shallow survey catalogs, cosmoDC2 spans a redshift range over
which there is significant evolution in galaxy properties, and in the growth of large-scale structure. Thus, the contents of the
catalog at any particular redshift should be built upon the matter distribution of a corresponding snapshot of its parent N-body
run.

Of course, the notion of an object being associated with a certain redshift is only meaningful with respect to some observer,
which we can represent at any arbitrary point within the simulation volume. Then, the previous paragraph can be equivalently
stated as such: the signal that an observer A receives from a distant source should be one that was emitted at some event located
on A’s past lightcone. The collection of all such events are those that have a null spacetime-separation, ds, from A, given by the
Robertson-Walker metric, which satisfy the expression

ds2 = −c2dt2
+ a(t)2 [dr2

+ Sκ(r)2dΩ2] = 0

=⇒
∫ t0

te
c

dt
a(t)

= r, (A1)

where Sκ(r) is the spacetime curvature, dΩ is the change to spherical coordinates, and r is the comoving radial displacement of
the event from the observer. All events whose spacetime coordinates satisfy this condition lie on observer A’s past lightcone at
cosmic time te, and are seen today at t0 (a = 1).

In order to convert from the matter distributions of discrete simulation box time snapshots, to one that is “observed” across a
simulated sky, we have developed a lightcone generation code module to approximate r, and evaluate Eq. A1 for a(te), for any
collection of input events. In our case, those inputs are either simulation particle or halo positions, along with their snapshot times
(see Section 3.4). The general result of this process is an all-sky catalog of objects populating a smooth redshift distribution, as
viewed by an arbitrary observer.

Despite pristine knowledge of particle positions determined by cosmological simulations, finding the lightcone-crossing times
of a catalog of objects is complicated by the fact that we are limited in temporal resolution, and have only of order 100 time
snapshot outputs from a ≈ 0 to a = 1. Therefore, the intersection of a particle’s worldline with the past lightcone of some
observer is an event that is only captured in the simulation output as follows: in the snapshot immediately preceding that event,
the particle’s separation from the observer is timelike (ds2 < 0), and in the following snapshot, it is spacelike (ds2 > 0).

Figure 17. Schematic showing the inter-
polation process which fills the cosmoDC2
particle lightcone. Each plane represents
a projected simulation snapshot, and time
increases vertically, with the observer lo-
cated at o. A particle (events p) is seen
crossing the observer’s lightcone between
snapshots j and j+1 along its "true" world-
line (unknown), in purple. Interpolation
(orange dashed line) is used to solve for δt
and r via Eq. A8. Event p′ is the final out-
put.

Our approach, then, is to linearly interpolate particle positions between the two simulation snapshots that bound the event
where the particle’s separation ds2 = 0. For a particular particle, we denote those two bounding snapshots as j and j + 1. Noting
that t j ≤ te < t j+1, we define two useful time quantities,

δt ≡ te − t j (A2)
τ ≡ t j+1 − t j, (A3)

and approximate r via a linear interpolation, as
r ≈ ‖r j + vlinδt‖, (A4)
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where bold-faced quantities are 3-component vectors in comoving Cartesian space, and the “equivalent linear velocity” vlin is
defined as vlin ≡ (r j+1 − r j)/τ . In rewriting Eq. A1 in terms of Eq. A2- A4, we can solve for the unknown δt. First, we break the
time integral on the LHS of Eq. A1 into two pieces, one over [te, t j+1], and the other over [t j+1, t0]:∫ t0

te
c

dt
a(t)

=
∫ t j+1

te
c

dt
a(t)

+

∫ t0

t j+1

c
dt

a(t)
. (A5)

The bounds and integrand of the latter piece are entirely known in the simulation parameters and snapshot information, so we
evaluate it numerically via Simpson’s rule quadrature, and will refer to that result as Θ j+1. We cannot perform a trivial numerical
evaluation for the [te, t j+1] piece, however, since the lower bound te is unknown. Instead, this integral is simplified and solved
analytically; we change the variable of integration from t to t′ = (t − t j), and approximate the result by dropping higher order (>2)
terms in δt and derivatives in a: ∫ t j+1

te
c

dt
a(t)
≈
∫ τ

δt
c

dt′

a j + ȧ j(t′)

≈ c
a j

[
(τ − δt) −

ȧ j

a j

(τ 2 − δt2)
2

]
. (A6)

Making the substitutions into Eq. A1, we have

c
a j

[
(τ − δt)

ȧ j

a j

(τ 2 − δt2)
2

]
+ Θ j+1 = ‖r j‖+ δt

(r j ·vlin)
‖r j‖

, (A7)

where, in the final step, we have isolated δt in the RHS by applying the binomial series and dropping higher order terms (we
print only the first order contribution here for brevity, though the implementation retains up to second order terms in δt). Finally,
Eq. A7 can be used to solve for δt through a quadratic formula:

δt =
−β±

√
β2 − 4αγ

2α
(A8)

where we have

α =
cȧ j

2a2
j

β = −
c
a j

−
(r j ·vlin)
‖r j‖

(A9)

γ =
cτ
a j

−
cȧ jτ

2

2a2
j

−‖r j‖+ Θ j+1

Finally, we can solve for the cosmic time te = t j +δt and comoving position r = ‖r j +vlinδt‖, using second-order approximations,
for each simulation particle’s lightcone crossing. The relevant quantities are illustrated in Figure 17. After doing this for each
particle in the simulation box at some snapshot j, we write out r and the corresponding scale factor ae for all particles for which
the result of Eq. A8 satisfies 0≤ δt < τ . The totality of those particles constitute the “lightcone shell” for the simulation output
at timestep j.

The performance of this routine as applied to the Outer Rim snapshots for cosmoDC2 production is summarized in Sec. 3.4.1
and Fig. 2. More fine-grained details, as well as an exploration into the inaccuracies introduced to the solver by the approximations
made in Eq. A4- A9, are given in an extended set of pedagogical notes of our implementation (Hollowed 2019).

For halo lightcones, the process is largely identical, except that the direction of the interpolation is reversed in time, going
toward higher redshift– this is simply because it is a single halo at time t j+1 whose properties we want to be represented on the
lightcone, rather than a time-averaged description of its progenitors (see Section 3.4.2 and Fig. 3). For a given halo at snapshot
j + 1, we compute vlin in Eq. A4, and perform the interpolation, by taking r j+1 to be the position of the halo’s potential minimum,
and r j to be the potential minimum of its mose massive progenitor. After applying this technique to all nodes of the FOF merger
tree at snapshot j + 1, a final cleaning step is done to remove all but the most massive fragment of each splitting halo (see Rangel
et al. (2017)) from the lightcone dataset.
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B. GALAXY PROPERTIES

Table 2. This table enumerates the main properties available in the cosmoDC2.
Some of properties are defined in the GCR schema (Section C) while other prop-
erties are available only as “native quantities”. Many properties have variant
representations which are labeled with superscripts. For example, most of the lu-
minosity properties can be broken down into a disk, bulge and total component.
The full list of variants are listed at the bottom.

Spatial Units Explanation

Comoving position comoving h−1Mpc x, y, z co-ordinates

Velocity km/s x, y, z, radial, total

Projected coordinates degrees RA/Dec (J2000)

Cosmological redshift unitless based on position only

Total redshift unitless peculiar velocity corrections

Luminosity Units Explanation

Broadband filtersO/R, D/B/T, dust AB Magnitudes LSST and SDSS filters, B/V band

SED filter luminositiesD/B/T, dust flux 30 tophats from 100 nm to 2000 nm

Line luminositiesD/B/T flux Hα, Hβ, N II, O II, O III, S II

Continuum luminosityD/B/T flux H, O, Lyc

Luminosity rescaling unitless See Section 5.3.3

Host Halo Units Explanation

Unique Halo ID -

Halo mass h−1M� FoF halo mass, b = 0.168

Halo position comoving h−1Mpc x, y, z FoF halo potential center

Halo velocity km/s x, y, z mean halo velocity

Halo centric galaxy position comoving h−1Mpc x, y, z galaxy position relative to halo
center

Shape Units Explanation

Ellipticity componentsD/B/T unitless e1, e2, etotal , unlensed

Half Light RadiusD/B/T proper kpc and Arcsec

Position angle degrees 0-180, random

Sersic IndexD/B unitless Combined not provided

Weak Lensing Units Explanation

Lensed projected coordinates degrees RA/Dec (J2000)

ShearP/T unitless γ1, γ2

Magnification unitless

Convergence unitless

Continued on next page
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Table 2 – Continued from previous page

Galaxy Matter Units Explanation

Stellar MassD/B/T M�
SFRD/B/T M�/Gyr

Stellar Metal MassD/B/T M�
Black hole Mass M�
Black hole Accretion rate M�/Myr

Black hole eddington ratio unitless

Galaxy Identifiers Units Explanation

Unique galaxy ID -

Central boolean Central or satellite galaxy

Red sequence boolean Galaxy modeled as red sequence

O/R: observer and rest frame
D/B/T : disk, bulge and total components
D/B: disk and bulge components
dust : with and without host galaxy dust extinction
P/T : PhoSim and TreeCorr conventions. The PhoSim (TreeCorr) convention is defined with a negative (positive) γ2

value when the major axis of a galaxy is oriented in the NW-SE direction when looking outwards from the Earth

C. THE CATALOG READER

The LSST DESC uses a number of catalogs to enable scientific analyses and has developed a Python package, GCRCatalogs10,
to facilitate access to these catalogs and to ensure proper version control. The cosmoDC2 galaxy catalog is also released to the
LSST DESC via the GCRCatalogs package. In particular, we provide a Python class that implements the ingestion of the
catalog data and the translation of internal (native) quantity names and units to a predefined schema. The GCRCatalogs pack-
age obviates the need for the end users to learn the internal catalog structure or the naming scheme. The package also provides
queries that can be used to obtain further information about catalog quantities.
GCRCatalogs uses the Generic Catalog Reader11 (GCR) base class to provide additional features such as data filtering. The

raw data format of cosmoDC2 is a set of files based on subvolumes defined by the HEALPix pixelization scheme and three redshift
ranges. With the GCR, users can easily select a subset of data for further use. The GCRCatalogs package also interfaces with
the DESCQA validation framework and the image simulation pipeline (for the generation of the so-called “instance catalogs”
containing the information for a single exposure).

Tutorials with example jupyter notebooks showing many use cases for interacting with the cosmoDC2 catalog are available
online.12 These examples assume that the catalog user has a NERSC account. For those users who download the catalog
from the public website, a tutorial is showing how to use the GCR to read a catalog from a local file is available at https:
//portal.nersc.gov/project/lsst/cosmoDC2/_README.html.

10 https://github.com/LSSTDESC/gcr-catalogs [github.com]
11 https://github.com/yymao/generic-catalog-reader [github.com]
12 https://github.com/LSSTDESC/DC2-analysis/tree/master/tutorials[github.com]

https://portal.nersc.gov/project/lsst/cosmoDC2/_README.html
https://portal.nersc.gov/project/lsst/cosmoDC2/_README.html
https://github.com/LSSTDESC/gcr-catalogs
https://github.com/yymao/generic-catalog-reader
https://github.com/LSSTDESC/DC2-analysis/tree/master/tutorials



